
Operational PPP Asset Management



BACKGROUND “



There are currently over 1000 operational PPP/PFI projects in UK and Ireland 
with a lifespan of up to 30 years. In many cases these represent a significant 
proportion of organisations’ annual expenditure. In the current climate, with 

continued pressure on budgets, UK and Irish Governments identified it is right 
that there should be a sustained focus on maximising efficiency savings , 

continuous improvement and VFM from operational PPP projects.

Even before the Covid 19 implications, guidance had reviewed risk allocation, 
need to demonstrate VFM and meant taking into consideration market 

movement areas such as Refinancing, Insurance scope, Services, Utilities and 
commercial aspects such as Change in Law to be renegotiated to provide 

short and long term optimization. In today’s world, the world will be looking at 
efficiencies with a more forensic perspective!

Adrian Marr
Director of Finance

East Suffolk and North Essex 
Foundation Trust

Over the past year Cubic was aligned with our Trust 
in enhancing the operational performance of the 

Ipswich Hospital PFI (Garrett Anderson Centre), which 
is at mid-point of its contract term. This facilitated the 

Partnership, with investors and FM Operator, to look 
forward with assurance that the contract mechanics, 

KPI’s, reporting and performance criteria were aligned 
with contract obligations with cost efficiencies being 

fully explored by both Parties.

“ “



SAVING INITIATIVES

As an example, in the 2020 budget the UK Government committed to reduce the future 
bill through promoting a savings programme. Examples promoted by Cubic involve,

The Irish government has also included audit clauses within contracts providing reviews 
to assess value for money and continuous improvement through joint appointment of 
‘Service Period Independent Auditor. ‘ Savings negotiated from operational contracts 
represent real cost reductions from changes, which do not have a materially detrimental 
effect on end user services. The savings will continue to be delivered each year for the 
remainder of the contract at a constant level without additional cost.

(a) Effective Contract Management and ongoing 
support;
(b) Proactive application of contract provisions ;
(c) Insurance provisions ;
(d) Contract Variations due diligence and negotiation;
(e) Energy innovation through awareness and life 
cycle investment;
(f) Increasing occupancy and use of assets;
(g) Reducing the frequency of non essential services 
where the original specifcation was higher than 
required,
(h) Utility savings by introducing new technologies in 
waste, street lighting, office accommodation, health, 
education, leisure centres and libraries,
(i) Challenging contractors’ reporting on annual 
maintenance, lifecycle and continuous improvement;
(j) Negotiation support on Value Testing; and
(k) Refinancing options and commercial terms such as
Change in Law facility.

TERMINATION REVIEWS

Termination of existing contracts will normally only be approved where it is likely that it will 
result in a significant improvement in the delivery of public value for money. Authorities are 
advised not to develop proposals for termination unless they have cost benefit analysis 
to demonstrate that such action gives a reasonable prospect of improving public value. 
Cubic have acted for Funders and SPV’s in negotiating the termination contracts and have 
observed political drivers as opposed to economic ones trying to determine the outcome, 
at expense to the taxpayer.



SUPPORT BY A RECOGNISED EXPERT TEAM

Cubic were awarded Bank of Scotland ‘Adviser of the Year’ for negotiation of complex 
PPP contracts and advised various Authorities and Investors, globally. In 2018, UK Treasury 
updated its guidance for promoting savings in operational PPP. Recognising that not all 
projects are the same, the process is not one-size-fitsall. The amount of effort and cost 
required will reflect the necessary activity and the potential scale of savings on a case by 
case basis. 

Both HM Treasury and Irish Government have recommended that external ‘independent’ 
support is required but need not be exorbitant and are proportionate to the likely benefits. 
HM Treasury identified that, 

‘Contract review costs are generally repaid from savings within the first full year of the 
changes. The average savings to cost ratio in the pilot contract reviews is around £4 pounds 
every year for the rest of the contract for each £1 spent in the review. 

Authorities need to engage expert and commercial advisors to assist them with 
understanding and validating underlying costs, financier concerns and payment 
mechanism implications. It is recommended the appointment of specialists, such as 
Cubic3, as suitably qualified advisors. to lead the process, contract support, forensic 
analysis and negotiation.



OPERATIONAL 
PPP CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT



In addition to developing primary transactions, Cubic act for both the Public and Private 
Sector in performance assessments of operational transactions including post project 

assessment, restructuring, refinancing, renegotiation and monitoring of projects. They also 
advise on the termination of contracts, where deemed appropriate after the commercial 

assessment.

Cubic as a specialist independent team 
has undertaken a review of a number of 
operational contracts across UK and Ireland 
to identify opportunities where, with further 
focused work, significant savings and 
contract optimization could be achieved. 
This is recognized as a benefit from existing 
project advisers to bring new perspective 
and objective independent assessment. 

In the operational phase there are 
significant opportunities to realign the 
project with objectives and optimize 
service delivery and value. We have been 
working with Local Authorities, Health 
Trusts and Departments on developing 
a more strategic approach to contract 
management and the realisation of 
improved value from its operational 
contracts. 

TYPICAL INVOLVEMENT FROM CUBIC, INCLUDES, 

Commercial Analysis of Project Documentation; 
Review of Financial Model and Assumptions; 
Review of Payment Mechanism;  Benchmarking of Services Profile; 
Managing Review of Insurance Provision; 
Assessment of Service Model;  Managing the Refinancing Process of 
Operation Projects;  Business & Service Transformation; 
Options Appraisal and Business Case; 
Leading Variation Negotiation;  Implementation & Review;  Investment 
Market and Funder Negotiation; and 
Key Stage Reviews & Post Project Analysis.



RECENT ASSET 
REVIEWS



The £26 million, 30 year PFI project was a substantial extension to the existing Ipswich Hospital and was signed on 27th March 
2006. The Garret Anderson Centre included a new emergency department, a critical care centre, a day surgery suite, operating 
theatres and further hospital beds. The PFI was awarded to a consortium comprising Kier and HSBC,
funded by Bank of Ireland but equity has since transferred.

The new hospital facilities went operational in 2007 and the Trust has 15 years remaining in the contract, expiring at midnight on 
26 March 2036. The Financial Close Annual Payment (Unindexed) was approximately £2.65m per annum (nominal just over £4m 
in 2021).

OUTPUTS:

Operational Model Analysis;  
Contractual Review;  
Commercialisation Review;  
Resource & Performance Analysis; 

Agreeing approach with PFI Central Unit; 
Coordinating and leading negotiations with Operator; and  
Communicating recommendation to Authority approval.

APPROACH:

The Cubic review of Ipswich Hospital PFI had an initial 
objective will be a summary report to quantify the potential 
for financial costs savings to the Trust and how the project 
performs against set parameters. The initial scope was to 
identify potential of,

Refinancing;
Change in Law Treatment
Insurance Optimisation;
Review of Services and Operations (including 
maintenance and lifecycle spending
profile);
Energy Usage Optimisation; and
Requirement for Benchmarking & Continuous 
Improvement

In April 2021, Cubic were provided details of the contract to 
assess areas where there was potential for improvement 
and further explore potential areas efficiency savings to 
propose to the SPV. The contractual vehicle adopted will 
be the Liaison Committee, which under the contract is a 
joint senior level overview to ensure that the contract is 
operating as efficiently as possible and identify potential 
market opportunities for both parties to explore in 
promoting value.

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Cubic led the engagement with SPV outlining objectives of 
review to,

Achieve an effective programme of planned and 
preventative maintenance, including strategic partnership 
decisions around lifecycle spending;
Achieve value for money and long-term economic 
viability;
Optimise running costs and ensure appropriate 
performance of the contract;
Provide facilities management services that effectively 
support the care objectives of the Trust Services;
Allocate appropriate risks to the Contractor, technical and 
commercial; and
Incorporate current technology into the design and 
operation of the facilities to enhance their performance 
and produce efficiencies.

This led to the Efficiency Review being adopted by SPV 
with significant deductions in Performance/Availability 
Monitoring & strengthening of contract management
arrangements.

Cubic also supported the Trust in negotiation of libor to 
Sonia as well as a £1m plus variation
being optimised and cost neutral through negotiations.

EAST SUFFOLK & NORTH ESSEX NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
IPSWICH HOSPITAL PFI

PFI CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS & REFINANCING REVIEW
SERVICE PERIOD INDEPENDENT AUDITOR



MID ESSEX HOSPITAL TRUST
BROOMFIELD & BRAINTREE PFI HOSPITAL REVIEWS
PFI CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS & REFINANCING REVIEW
SERVICE PERIOD INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 

The main site for the Mid Essex Trust is Broomfield Hospital  
in Chelmsford which has been redeveloped as part of a 
£148m Private Finance Initiative (PFI), completed in 2008, and 
Braintree Community Hospital (£20m), completed in 2010.

The Trust has requested initial analysis of both the contracts to 
assess areas where there is potential for improvement in the 
contract and efficiency savings. In addition to the commercial 
review of the contractual obligations for continuing contract 
improvement, insurance cost sharing, benchmarking, 
refinancing, etc, the financial team will identify commercial 
opportunities following recommended best practice guidance 
to realign the project with objectives and optimize service 
delivery and value in line with Authorities requirements,  
including,

OUTPUTS:

Operational Model Analysis;  
Contractual Review;  
Commercialisation Review;  
Resource & Performance Analysis;  
Coordinating and leading negotiations with Operator; and  
Communicating recommendation to Authority approval.

APPROACH:

Cubic acted as lead financial and commercial advisors 
on the operational review of the contract as well as 
optimisation strategy against PF2 guidance. As a result 
of undertaking this work, Cubic focused on the following 
tasks:

Review the contract management arrangements, including 
resources, governance, reporting and systems and controls. 
Identify savings through a thorough analysis of the contract 
and workshops with staff and users of the facility and 
service. 
A review of services and scope for optimisation within each 
soft and hard service. 
Provide a priority list of potential savings, action plan 
and agree with the legal team any potential impact on 
documentation required moving orward; and 
Negotiate new contract arrangements, including 
funding, to ensure the savings identified and agreed for 
implementation in the review are delivered.  
Post change monitoring to ensure contract team are 
implementing and adjustment to performance or availability 
criteria.

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Through penetration of the contract and assessment of 
operational performance.

Preparation of commercial analysis on Insurance scope and 
market, 
Utility Assessment,  Refinancing benefits, 
Services Scope, 
Contract Governance and  Reporting; and 
Application of new guidance in regard to commercial issues

Review the contract management arrangements in line with the 
contract, including resources, governance, systems and controls.  
Identify savings through a thorough analysis of the contract and 
workshops with staff and users of the facility and service.  
Provide a priority list of potential saving, action plan; and 
Engage with the SPV to negotiate new contract arrangements to 
ensure the savings identified and agreed for implementation in the 
review are delivered; and 
Oversee the SPV workings to ensure the Trusts benefits are 
maximised. 
Ongoing Contract Management Support 



CROYDON COUNCIL C4C EXTRACARE CONTRACT
PFI CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS & REFINANCING REVIEW

SERVICE PERIOD INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 

Caring 4 Croydon is a £40m project, signed in 2008, that is 
primarily 4 facilities for the care for elderly and vulnerable 
people in Croydon across 4 centres. The Council has 
appointed Cubic to carry out analysis of the contract to assess 
areas where there is potential for improvement in the contract 
management and efficiency savings. In addition  
to the commercial review of  

the contractual obligations for continuing contract 
improvement, best value, benchmarking, refinancing, 
insurances, change in law, etc, the financial team will identify 
commercial opportunities following recommended best 
practice guidance to realign  
the project with objectives and optimize service delivery and 
value in line with Authorities requirements,  including,

OUTPUTS:

Operational Model Analysis;  
Contractual Review;  
Commercialisation Review;  
Resource & Performance Analysis;  
Coordinating and leading negotiations with Operator; and  
Communicating recommendation to Authority approval.

APPROACH:

Cubic acted as lead financial and commercial advisors 
on the operational review of the contract as well as 
optimisation strategy against PF2 guidance. As a result 
of undertaking this work, Cubic focused on the following 
tasks: 

Review the contract management arrangements, including 
resources, governance, reporting and systems and controls. 
Identify savings through a thorough analysis of the contract 
and workshops with staff and users of the facility and 
service. 
A review of services and scope for optimisation within each 
soft and hard service. 
Provide a priority list of potential savings, action plan and 
agree with the legal  
team any potential impact on documentation required 
moving forward; and 
Negotiate new contract arrangements, including 
funding, to ensure the savings identified and agreed for 
implementation in the review are delivered.  
Post change monitoring to ensure contract team are 
implementing and adjustment to performance or availability 
criteria.

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Through penetration of the contract and assessment 
of operational performance. Preparation of commercial 
analysis on 

Insurance scope and market,  
Utility Assessment,  
Refinancing benefits,  
Services Scope,
Contract Governance and Reporting; and 
Application of new guidance in regard to commercial 
issues.



INVEST NORTHERN IRELAND
INI HQ PPP
SERVICES BENCHMARKING AND RENEGOTIATION

Five Year Benchmarking of Soft Services, including: reception, 
post and messenger; porterage and furniture movement; 
grounds maintenance; cleaning; pest control; waste 
management; catering; security monitoring; storage and file 
retrieval; reprographics and FM related IT services.  The total 
annual value of the services delivered is around £1 million.  
Work carried out largely in 2010/11.

OUTPUTS:

Financial Model Analysis;  
Contractual Review;  
Coordinating and leading negotiations; and  
Communicating recommendation to Board approval.

APPROACH:

Cubic acted as lead financial and commercial advisors 
on the benchmarking of all Soft Services. Responsible 
for developing robust benchmarks with the technical 
advisers, reviewing the detailed proposals submitted by 
the Contractor, analysing the impact of price adjustments 
upon the Unitary Charge, developing the overall strategy 
and negotiating the final financial settlement with the 
Contractor, and reporting to the management of Invest 
Northern Ireland. As a result of undertaking this work, Cubic 
carried out the following tasks:

Developed a detailed working knowledge of the particular 
issues and challenges associated with benchmarking, 
issues relating to the availability of benchmark data, 
the reliability of benchmark data, the comparability of 
benchmark data, the comparability of performance levels, 
and the quantification of relevant adjustments;
Developed detailed negotiation experience with MRDE, 
advisers and subcontractors; 
Developed detailed understanding of the Project 
Agreement and variation procedures contained within;  
Developed detailed understanding of the FM deliverables 
after carrying out forensic analysis of operational delivery 
against the financial model assumptions; 
Developed detailed understanding of the INI  
HQ financial model through negotiation of amendments;  
Prepared an analysis of the  
INI payment mechanism and where further efficiencies can 
be negotiated; 
Developed detailed working knowledge of lifecycle  
model and identified further efficiencies; 
Developed a full insight to benchmarking approach 
adopted in the project; and 
Developed a detailed working knowledge of the difficulties 
associated with ensuring that any adjustments made to the 
Financial Model, the Unitary Charge and the Other Service 
Charges properly and accurately reflect not only the results 
of benchmarking, but also the contractual provisions in 
relation cost and benefit banding and sharing.

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Through robust negotiation strategy, secured a total 
annual saving of around 3% or £30,000 against the previous 
Unitary Charge and a total annual saving of around 8% or 
£80,000 against the benchmarking proposal submitted by 
the Contractor (£400,000 over 5 years). This was against a 
backdrop of stated 3% increase by private sector partner.

The project negotiations then led to review of the contract 
specifications.



IRISH COURTS SERVICE –‘ DEPT OF JUSTICE
DUBLIN CRIMINAL COURTS COMPLEX PPP 

PPP VFM OPERATIONAL REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SERVICE PERIOD INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 

The scope of the contract included an operational analysis of the development €300m new Court building in Dublin, which 
includes office accommodation for judges, staff and other Court users as well as maintenance of the building with full FM service 
delivery through a 25 year PPP concession agreement. The services include building maintenance, security, catering, portering, 
waste management, reception, cleaning and ICT.

OUTPUTS:

Financial Model Analysis;  
Contractual Review;  
Coordinating and leading Post Project Assessment; and  
Communicating recommendation to Board approval.

APPROACH:

We proposed to Courts Service that a kick off workshop 
was held with in the first instance to confirm the brief 
and agree the broad timelines for the assignment. In 
agreeing the brief and our proposed methodology, we 
agreed the fundamental principles of the commission, 
meeting arrangements and contact details and set them 
out within the PID. This also included the programme, 
communications strategy (including directory) and risk 
matrix.

We also set out the governance arrangements including 
the roles, responsibilities and accessibility of Courts staff 
and other stakeholders with regard to this project, and the 
preferred communication methods and protocols to be 
used. 

Cubic also took the opportunity to discuss any other 
matters pertinent to the successful operation of this 
assignment, including risks and timescales.  
It has been our experience that time spent on agreeing 
these processes at this stage increases the efficiency of 
project delivery and reaps significant downstream benefits.

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Cubic held monthly meeting updates with the Operational 
Director from Court Service and Department of Justice. 
At the end of the project Cubic produced a written formal 
draft report of the project covering the areas agreed 
and managed out the stakeholder communications to 
ensure clear understanding and ownership to the analysis 
and recommendations moving forward. The Report 
finalised in October 2012 achieved unanimous support 
by Courts Service, Department of Finance and NDFA. All 
recommendations were integrated as part of new policy 
guidance.

Cubic were appointed to prepare the business cases 
for 7 new courthouses €120m, reflecting revised policy 
guidelines from recommendations. This project was 
launched in April 2014 as RoI Courts PPP Bundle.

INTERFACES & COMMUNICATION

Our approach is to establish a single point of contact for 
all formal communication and project progress tracking, to 
ensure that a coordinated and unified response to all aspects 
of this project was achieved. This approach was  
also to be applied to the written analysis and reports, which 
will be compiled from Department of Finance, Courts and 

NDFA into a single unified and consolidated report. 
The single point of contact was the most senior participant 
from our side to take ownership of the overall assignment. 
During the Kick Off meeting we agreed any protocols that 
enable direct communication between our team and the 
complex set of stakeholders, including Judges, in order to 
speed up the communications process and mitigate delay 
into the Summer recess. 



In 2011, the Irish Government appointed Cubic to carry out an 
operational review of National Aquatic Centre. The Centre was 
running at a €1.2m loss per annum with limited commercial 
activity.

OUTPUTS:

Operational Model Analysis;  
Contractual Review;  
Commercialisation Review;  Resource Analysis;  
Coordinating and leading negotiations with Operator; and  
Communicating recommendation to Departmental 
approval.

APPROACH:

Cubic, led by Roger, acted as lead financial and commercial 
advisors on the transformation from financial liability to an 
operationally viable asset  
and operation. As a result of undertaking this work, Roger 
has carried out the following tasks:

Developed a detailed working knowledge of the particular 
issues and challenges associated with benchmarking other 
aquatic centres In Europe  
Developed detailed negotiation with Department, Aquatic 
Centre and Operator; 
Developed detailed understanding of the Operational 
Agreements and variation procedures contained within; 
Developed detailed working knowledge of commercial 
model and identified further efficiencies and opportunities; 
Developed a full insight to benchmarking Aquatic Centres; 
and 
Developed a detailed working knowledge of the difficulties 
associated with ensuring that any adjustments made to the 
asset but also the organisational structure.

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Through robust negotiation strategy, secured a total annual 
saving, ensuring no further subsidy was required from 
central government.

NATIONAL SPORTS CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
NATIONAL AQUATIC CENTRE, DUBLIN
COMMERCIALIZATION REVIEW & RECOMMENDATIONS



MAHA/BANK OF IRELAND
DVA MOT2 TEST CENTRES PPP 

TERMINATION LEADERSHIP AND NEGOTIATION

On March 27, 2001 MAHA signed the 
contract for the “DVTA Project MOT 2 
“Northern Ireland.”The national Northern 
Ireland Motor Vehicle Test Organization 
DVTA (Driv er & Vehicle Testing Agency), 
which at that time had conducted 
vehicle testing for more than  
25 years, required new test possibilities 
and the most modern test equipment to 
meet the needs of progressive vehicle 
technology. The 15 existing test centers 
which, due to infra-structure issues, 
were spread across the entire country in 
larger cities needed to be updated with 
state-of-the-art technology.

The overall Project mandate: DVTA 
Project MOT 2 was providing the 
Equipment and Commissioning of 15 
Test Centers with a total of 61 test lanes 
(43 cars/ 18 trucks) within 2 years with 
a subsequent 15 year project runtime. 
During 2012 MAHA received a  

‘Statement of Revised Service and 
Financial Requirement for Vehicle 
Testing PFI Contract.outlining the 
Department’s revised requirement 
including; 

Removal of the concessionaire’s 
obligation to provide a Diary 
Booking System (DBS) for vehicle 
test appointments;  Removal of the 
concessionaire’s obligation to provide 
the Diesel Smoke and Catalytic Test  
element of the vehicle test process 
not currently being delivered; 
Removal of the concessionaires 
obligations in respect of vehicle 
testing capacity risk; and 
A financial proposal, which reflects 
the revised requirement is to be 
developed with the SPV and Sub-
Contractors.

In addition, the Authority made the SPV 

aware of a review of the delivery of 
the vehicle testing service that has the 
potential to impact on this term. In light 
of this, the Department required that the 
scope of the assignment to consider the 
impact of an early termination. There 
was a requirement for the SPV to identify 
timing of a ‘mutually advantageous’ 
timescale for termination. The 
Department requested the SPV to put 
forward a termination financial position 
as part of an option analysis. 

The Department also required that 
the SPV provides a full evaluation of 
covering all aspects and implications of 
this change to the provision of service 
and any amendments required to the 
CA and or any Project or Financing 
Agreement as a result of this change.

OUTPUTS:

Financial Model Analysis;  
Contractual Review;  
Scenario Analysis;  Detailed negotiation with Funders; and  
Coordinating and leading negotiations.

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Pinsent Masons and Cubic lead the overall negotiation from 
a financial and legal perspective, with integration of Funders 
and Sub Contractors. The project was terminated as 
requested by the Department after assessment of options.

APPROACH:

Cubic and Pinsent Masons carried out a legal/commercial 
analysis of the options requested; including,

Development of requirements from subcontractors for 
financial analysis; 
Detailed financial assessment of financial model to quantify 
impact of changes; 
Commercial negotiations with the Authority and their 
Advisers;  Detailed review of termination options with SPV, 
Funders and Legal Adviser to assess commercial option of 
termination by Authority;  
Option analysis of termination of the contract and 
quantification for SPV consideration; and  
Agreement with Authority in regard to option to be 
implemented



LAMBETH COUNCIL
MYATTS FIELD SOCIAL HOUSING PPP 
PFI CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS & REFINANCING REVIEW
SERVICE PERIOD INDEPENDENT AUDITOR

Myatts Field North Estate is a new housing development and 
regeneration project offering a range of new accommodation, 
including 1 and 2 bed flats and 2, 3 and 4 bedroom housing. 
The PFI Contractor also designed and constructed further 
units on the same site offering a range of affordable home 
ownership options.

The Council has requested an initial analysis of the PFI 
Contract to assess areas where there may be potential for 
improvement along with a number of efficiency savings. 

Cubic and Pinsent Masons, as independent legal, financial 
and technical advisers have taken an objective view on the 
legal and commercial issues examined and will bring sound 
commercial judgment to the current status of the Project in 
regard to current market conditions and opportunities. 

In preparing the review  we have reviewed the main PFI 
Contract, Financial Model and key Financing Documents,

OUTPUTS:

Operational Model Analysis;  
Contractual Review;  
Commercialisation Review;  
Resource & Performance Analysis;  
Coordinating and leading negotiations with Operator; and  
Communicating recommendation to Authority approval.

APPROACH:

Cubic acted as lead financial and commercial advisors 
on the operational review of the contract as well as 
optimisation strategy against PF2 guidance. As a result 
of undertaking this work, Cubic focused on the following 
tasks: 

Review the contract management arrangements, including 
resources, governance, reporting and systems and controls.
Identify savings through a thorough analysis of the contract 
and workshops with staff and users of the facility and 
service.  
A review of services and scope for optimisation within each 
soft and hard service.  
Provide a priority list of potential savings, action plan and 
agree with the legal  
team any potential impact on documentation required 
moving forward; and  
Negotiate new contract arrangements, including 
funding, to ensure the savings identified and agreed for 
implementation in the review are delivered. 

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Through penetration of the contract and assessment of 
operational performance.  

Preparation of commercial analysis on Insurance scope and 
market,  
Utility Assessment,  Refinancing benefits,  
Services Scope,  
Contract Governance and  Reporting; and  
Application of new guidance in regard to commercial issues 



TURKINGTON SPV
UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER - STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 

TERMINATION ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATIONS

The lease between the JHT UUJ Limited and the University 
of Ulster was executed on 1 July 2008 and has a term of 36 
years commencing from and including 1 February 2007. 
On foot of the lease, JHT UUJ Limited raised around £16.5 
million in capital and invested this funding in the design and 
construction of a new student housing scheme in the grounds 
of the University of Ulster at Jordanstown. The development 
comprises 615 bed spaces accommodated within an 

arrangement of two and three storey freestanding bedroom 
blocks, together with onsite convenience store, laundry, and 
office accommodation for the University. The University has 
progressed plans to relocate the campus, which will become 
operational in 2018, projected to have a significant impact on 
the student accommodation model.

OUTPUTS:

Financial Model Analysis;  
Contractual Review;  
Demand & Market Analysis;  
Funder Negotiations;  
Termination Analysis;  
Commercial input to legal negotiations,

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Ongoing negotiations and analysis.

APPROACH:

Cubic have carried out a forensic review of the contract 
and financial model to make recommendations to SPV 
and Funders on the scenarios around termination of the 
contract. This exercise also assessed the impact and market 
adjustment of the policy decision of the University to move 
its operations to a new location. Cubic also carried out a 
market sounding with investors on the appetite to purchase 
as a secondary market acquisition.



DEPARTMENT FPR CULTURE ARTS & LEISURE
OPERATIONAL COMMERCIALIZATION REVIEW & RECOMMENDATIONS
SERVICE PERIOD INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 

W5 Science Centre is currently  one of the biggest tourist attractions in NI. W5 was a wholly owned subsidiary of the National 
Museums Northern Ireland until 31 March 2012 when it became a subsidiary of Odyssey Trust. At this time it was making a £1m 
loss every year and subsidised by DCAL. 

OUTPUTS:

Contract Review 
Operational Model Analysis; Contractual Review; 
Commercialisation Review; Resource Analysis;  
Coordinating and leading negotiations with Operator; 
and Communicating recommendation to Departmental 
approval.

DETAILS OF OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT:

Through robust negotiation strategy, secured a total annual 
saving, ensuring no further subsidy was required from 
central government.

APPROACH:

Cubic, led by Roger, acted as lead financial and commercial 
advisors on the transformation from financial liability to 
an operationally viable asset and operation. As a result of 
undertaking this work, Roger has carried out the following 
tasks: 

Developed a detailed working knowledge of the 
particular issues and challenges associated with 
benchmarking other science and destination centres In 
Europe Developed detailed negotiation with Department, 
W5 team and Operator; 

Developed detailed understanding of the Operational 
Agreements and variation procedures contained within; 

Developed detailed working knowledge of commercial 
model and identified further efficiencies and 
opportunities; 

Developed a full insight to benchmarking Science 
Centres; and Developed a detailed working knowledge 
of the difficulties associated with ensuring that any 
adjustments made to the asset but also the organisational 
structure.



Cubic create investment vehicles 
specifically for the characteristics of 
individual projects and Clients risk 
appetite, even where the public sector 
invest through capital injections or 
asset backed contributions. Across 
Ireland & GB many of our initiatives can 
be observed from Motorway Service 
Stations PPP’s, School & College 
Bundle PPP’s, Primary Health 3PD 
schemes, Road& Metro PPP’s, Acute 
& Community Hospital PPP’s, Student 
Accommodation PPP’s, Elderly Care 
Village investments to mixed use 
regeneration projects.

Cubic are involved in developing social 
accommodation and infrastructure 
projects, developing legal frameworks, 
funding origination and strategy, 
managing the technical delivery and 
overseeing the operation  
of the facilities, so have a full panorama 
of the lifecycle in an assets.
Over the past decade we have 
structured over €2 billion in private 
finance through debt, equity and 
bond solutions working with many 
institutions, commercial lenders and 
European 

Investment Bank. We have  
also facilitated investment for the 
Public Sector and recently completed 
the investment business case for Courts 
Service and National Development 
Finance Agency in the development of 
the €120m Courts PPP Bundle. 
We conduct the orchestra of 
professional advisers, technical, 
legal and financial, in addition to the 
overall construction supply chain and 
operators of the asset over a term up to 
35 years. A list of our recent projects are 
on our website (www.cubicthree.com).

Cubic3 is an Infrastructure Investor and Adviser who 
structure and lead privately and publically financed 
accommodation and infrastructure projects across 

a range of sectors. Cubic emerged from a major 
International Accountancy House in 2010. In addition 

to structuring debt and equity structure, we work with 
bond providers in schemes over €50m providing a 

full spectrum of investment vehicles.
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FOR FURTHER DETAILS OF HOW  CUBIC CAN ASSIST 
YOU CONTACT

Roger Alexander 
Managing Director 
rogerdalexander@cubicthree.com
+44 (0) 7733364739

www.cubicthree.com


